
For those who are required to wear these protective hats all day, every day, we
offer a choice of models that provide tailored levels of protection, many
available in either cotton or Hypoallergenic leather outer finishes and are
designed to accommodate even the most serious cases.

Many models also feature“add-on”protection, should a clients condition
change for the worse. Our range caters for all ages - from infants to adults.

To place an order for HP1 or HP2 models
we only need a few simple measurements.
For the HP3, HP4 & HP5 models we highly
recommend our Perfect Fit TM service which
uses cutting edge technology to scan the
users' head to provide an accurate 3D print.
This print is then used as the guide which
the bespoke head protection is built
around. This ensures a 'perfect fit' which
results in much better protection and
comfort for the wearer.

Head Protection Range
For adults, children and toddlers
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HP1 Standard &
HP1 “Soft”

A lightweight head
protector, with dense
lightweight foam (100 g)
with good impact de-
celeration properties. The
HP1 Model is available
with closed or semi open
top, with or without a
peak. A HP1 “Soft and
tactile” version is also
available

The cotton jersey lining
offers optimum moisture
transport/wicking.

HP2 Head Protection

Cotton or Leather

Through the anatomical shape and
integrated protection to the temple and ear

areas using high quality foam, the head is
very well protected. Impact and shock forces

are thereby reduced through defined
pressure deformation.

Additional front and rear “bumpers” can be
attached to give even more cushioning for

forward or rearward falls and impacts
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HP4 Customised High
Protection

The construction of the HP4 “Maximum
Protection” model is based on the
“sandwich” principle, in order to absorb and
spread any impact or shock force. An
additional impact resistant and shatterproof
hard foam shell is worked into the protector
on the outside of the occipital area (back of
the head), to absorb and spread any
occurring forces during a impact from the
rear.

The HP4, HP4+ and Extended versions are
made of high quality toxin-free coloured
full-grain leather and are securely and firmly
fastened by chin and neck straps. Here too,
the fasteners for the chin strap are select-
able depending on the needs of the client

The closed upper side offers additional
protection for those at risk of falling. By
attaching the Velcro sun-shield the head
protection becomes the “sporty” variant.

HP3 Head Protection

This protective head wear is distinguished by
its improved materials for an even higher
wearing comfort.

The upper leather is high-quality, toxin-free
coloured full grain leather. The leather used
for the inner lining is made of slightly
perforated soft calf leather which makes it
breathable as well as regulating heat and
moisture.

The closed upper side offers additional
protection for those at risk of falling. By
attaching the Velcro sun-shield the head
protection becomes the “sporty” variant.
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An exceptionally light sleep protector with good de-celeration qualities and a highly defined
fit. Soft, breathable leather and soft yarns are used throughout and the adjustable chin strap

provides good hold during sleep. Ideal for those who fall from bed or sleep fitfully.

HPA Aqua

A lightweight head protector
constructed with padded
neoprene that is anti-bacterial
and resistant to chemicals used
in swimming pools and
hydrotherapy. Can also be used
for daily bathing as long as it is
rinsed each time with water.

HP-5 Flex

Growth-related or after surgery, it is possible that
the shape of the head and therefore particular
measurements can change in a very short period
of time. Owing to its ingenious construction, the
HP-5 Flex is individually adjustable in many areas
(head circumference, inclination, strap lengths)
making it ideal to adapt to the individual. Also
available with additional “add-on” protection.

Fastener options (available for most models)

Specialist Range

HPS Snooze
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